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Transient Heat Transfer Analysis on a Heat Pipe
with Experimental Validation
GUATAYO GUTIERREZ 1, JUAN CATAN0

1
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TI EN-CHI EN JEN 2' A ND QU AN LI A0 2

1

Mechanical Engineering Department University of Puerto Rico
Mayaguez, PR 0068 1-9045
2
Mechan ical En gineering Department University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee
Milwaukee, WI 532 11

In thi s study, a transient analy sis of the performance of a heat pipe with a wi ck
structure is perfo rmed. A complete formulati on of the equation governing the operati on of a heat pipe during transient conditions are presented and di scu ssed. For the
vapor fl ow, the conventi onal Nav ier-Stokes equati ons are used. For the liquid fl ow
in the wic k structure, whi ch is mode led as a porou s medi a, volume averaged
Nav ier-Stokes equati ons are adopted. The energy equati on is so lved for the solid
wall and wic k structure of the heat pipe. The energy and momentum equati ons are
coupled through the heat flu x at the liquid-vapor intetface that defines the suction
and bl owing velociti es fo r the liquid and vapor fl ow. The evoluti on of the vaporliquid interface te mperature is coupled th ro ugh the heat flu x at thi s interface that
defin es the mass flu x to the vapor and the new saturation conditi ons to maintain a
full y saturated vapor at all time. A control volume approac h is used in the developme nt of the numerical scheme. A parametric study is conducted to study the effect
of diffe rent parameters that affect the thermal performance of the heat pipe. And
ex perimental setup is developed and numeri cal res ults are validated with ex perimental data. The results of this study will be useful for the heat pipe des ign and
imple mentation in processes that are esse nti all y transient.
Keywords: Transient heat transfer, heat pi pe , numerical ana lys is

1. INTRODUCTION

hea t w ith o ut s ig nifi ca nt in c reases in o pe ra tin g
te mpe rat ures. A heat pipe is a pass iv e dev ice th a t
tra nspo rts e ne rg y with re lativ e ly lo w te mpe rature
di ffe re nce with o ut th e need of a n e xte rn a l po we r
supply. The co mpo ne nts of a heat pipe are a sea led
container (pipe wall and end caps) , a wi ck structu re,
and a small amount of wo rking fluid in equilibrium

Heat pipe applications can be fo und in many areas
of engineering and technology, like ae ros pace, heat
excha nger, e lectro nic coolin g, solar technology and
cooling of the tip of a drill [ 13] j ust to mention a few.
Heat pipes offer an effecti ve alternati ve to remov ing
*Correspond ing A uthor: Email : je nt @uwm.ed u
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with its own vapor. Typically, a heat pipe can be
divided into three sections : evaporator section,
adiabatic (transport) section and condenser section.
The external heat load on the evaporator section
causes the working fluid to vaporize . The resulting
vapor pressure drives the vapor through the
adiabatic section to the condenser section, where the
vapor is condensed, releasing its latent heat of
vaporization to the low temperature environment.
The condensed working fluid is then pumped back
by capillary pressure generated by the meniscus in
the wick structure. Transport of heat can be
continuous as long as there is enough capillary
pressure generated to drive the condensed liquid
back to the evaporator.
There is an extensive literature dedicated to heat
pipes research. A detailed literature review on thestate-of-art development in heat pipes can be found
in Faghri [5] and Peterson [16]. Tournier and EIGenk [ 18] present a transient heat transfer model by
numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equation and
energy equation in the wick region and the energy
equation in the solid wall. A coupling of the thermal
with the hydrodynamic boundary condition through
an energy balance at the interface was introduced.
Subsequently, El-Genk and Huang [4] carried out an
experimental investigation to validate the numerical
solution. Harley and Faghri [II] present a transient
lumped model and Cao and Faghri [2] developed a
two-dimensional transient continuum model similar
to the one presented by Tourner and El-Genk.
Sobhan et al. [ 17] solves a conjugate problem for
the vapor, wick structure and solid wall for a flat
heat pipe with water as the working fluid, using
volume-averaged N a vier-S tokes equations in the
porous media . All these models suffer from the
disadvantages that either oversimplify the models or
become very intense numerical simulation. Some
other researchers [6],[ 19] concentrate on the startup
of the heat pipe from a frozen condition, which are
typical cases in high temperature heat pipe
application using liquid metals as working fluids. In
this study, the full formulation is presented and
discussed but a simplified model is developed for
the transient response of the heat pipe retaining

most of its main physical characteristics by solving
the energy equation in the solid wall and wick
region and updating the interface temperature by
assuming a fully saturated condition in the vapor
core. If the permeability of the pipe is very small,
the flow in the wick can be assume stagnant without
significance effect in the temperature response . The
full conjugate problem has been solved by the
author [10] and a full sensitivity analysis was
performed to analyze the effect of different
parameters in the operation of a heat pipe.

2. PHYSICAL MODEL AND MATHEMATICAL
FORMULATION
The basic geometric parameters of the heat pipe
and the coordinate system are shown in Figure I.
Geometric dimensions and input values are
summarized in the Table I. In this study, the working
fluid used is water.
Heat fluxes at the evaporator and convection
conditions at the condenser are considered uniform
around the circumferential direction. Based on this
assumption, the problem becomes axis-symmetric
and all the derivatives with respect to the
circumferential direction are zero. Thus, the
problem becomes two-dimensional in cylindrical
coordinates. The vapor and liquid flow are assumed
laminar and incompressible. For the vapor flow in
the core region of the heat pipe the conventional
Navier-Stokes equations are applied. For the liquid
flow in the wick structure, the conceptual model is
a porous medium . In porous media, the NavierStokes equations are still valid but only for each
fluid element inside the micro channel. However,
due to the complex geometric configuration, the
flow becomes very complicated and some kind of
averaging is necessary to make the problem
tractable mathematically. This idea is in some way
similar to the time-averaging approach in turbulent
flow. In porous media instead, a volume averaged
of the Navier-Stokes equations is performed[!] .
This volume-averaging to the Navier-Stokes
equations yields:
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TABLE I
Geometric dimensions and input values of the heat pipe.

Le

0.025 m

Ro

I 0.005 m

La

0.15 m

tw

I 0.001 m

Lc

0.025 m

twan

I 0.00 I m

k_,

401 W /m-

Cp,

I 385 J /kg-"C

•c

a(pv;) a(pv;v,)_-- ap+a(
av;)- pav;'
8
- Jl --

--+

at

ax,

p

ax, ax, ax,

p

ax, .,

I

~

E

(I)

Where is the reduced pressure, = p - pgh, h is
the height of the heat pipe with respect to the
horizontal position vi and is a local spatial deviation
in the "i" direction within the void space. The average
velocity v; is related to the Darcy velocity Y; by the
Dupuit-Forchheimer relationship,Y; = E\\ , where E is
the porosity. Writing equation (I) in terms of the
Darcy velocity yields:

I
I

' acpv;) , acpv;v,)
a, E ~ ax,

- - -+- - -

I
-a
-jJ+ -

ax,

The term

k( aV;ax, )

ax1
,,
av .
Pax' 8,
E

Jl -

-p

av;~ 0

ax,

u

(2)

represents viscous resisting

1

force due to the variation of the flow in the microchannels of the porous medium. At this point we have
o introduce the porous medium model equivalent in
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some way to the constitutive equations in the
continuum model. We will assume that this resistance
force is proportional to the average velocity at that
point plus and additional term proportional to the
square of the velocity and they are acting in a
direction opposite to the local velocity :

(3)

Where K is called the "permeability" of the porous
medium and the coefficient CF is the Ergun's constant
which value is approximately 0.55. The first term on the
right hand side is called the Darcy term and the second
one is called the Forchheimer term, which is due to the
dispersion effect in the porous media. Note that the
Forchheimer term is usually small when the Darcy
velocity is small. Introducing this model into Equation (2):

1-1-

c F_ p V
- J1
- -V _ _
K

•

K os

,

V =- -11V (l+ C. Re )

,

K

,

f

P

(7)

If (CpRe") is of order one, the Forchheimer term is
of the same order as the Darcy term . It can be seen
that Equation (5) reduces to the equation of the vapor
core of the heat pipe by letting E =I and K equals to
infinity. This provides a convenient formulation for
the numerical solution.
In cylindrical coordinates and with axis-symmetric
conditions implied, the mass and momentum
equations can be written as:
Conservation of mass

a
avo
r ar ' az

1
- - (rV ) + -· =0

(8)

Momentum equation in the radial direction
il(pV,) + I il(p rV,V,) + il(p V,YJ _ () p
-il-1il r
_il_z_ __ "i);

I

v __s;_ lv lv
ax
( ~)-}!__
J1

K

K 01 p

;

;

a av, a'v, v, J-10-v,
cF
11 -c, -pv,r,l
K
JK

+Jl - - < r - ) + , ---:;( rilr
ilr
il zo r o

;

(9)

(4)

1

Momentum equation in the axial direction
Defining a "reduced velocity"
substituting into Equation (4):

v' = '::!.i..
£

a(pVO) I
- - 0-+
ar
r

a a ( av ) -E r::.... y -£' c, ~. IV
ax ax ,. ax
K '
K

n
_..:..L..+I

j

(I 0)

0

05

j

I

'

'

(5)

Defining a "pore Reynolds number" as:
Re
p

=p

I

a(p rVY,)
a(pVYO)
a j;
0 +
0 0 =-ar
az
az

, ~p

11

11--'-

and

V, JK
Jl ,

(6)

Writing the last term of the right hand side of
equation (4), the Forchheimer term, in term of the
pore Reynolds number and comparing with the Darcy
term yields:

Here Vr and Vz are the "reduced" radial and axial
velocities respectively. Note that for the vapor, the
reduced velocities are the actual velocities. For the
liquid, the actual (Darcy) velocities are the reduced
velocities times the porosity, \.-j = V;£. It is worth
noting that using this formulation, the same
formulation can be used to solve the flow in a twodimensional flat heat pipe by just letting r =I and
replace the coordinate r as the y coordinate
perpendicular to the axial direction z.
The energy equation has the following form:
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(p C,,)m

c

p

ilT +~ il(pr VJ') +il( p V T) = !!_(~i_(r ilT ))+.!!__( ()':· )

aI

r

dr

dZ

Pr r dr

dr

Pr ()z -

( I I)

Evaporation and condensation at the interface of
the vapor and wick of the heat pipe are model ed as
blowing and suction velocities [5], which are related
to the local heat transfer rate as:

Here, Pr is the Prandtl number written as Pr = J1 Cp
k

and

where k is the thermal conductivity. For the wick
structure, the thermal conductivity is computed as an
effective conductivity kill of the non-heterogeneous
medium that can be mode led as [3]:
k =k (2+k 1 f k, -2E(l-k 1 f k, ) )
m
' 2+k 1 / k, +E(l-k1 / k, )

( 12)

The subscript "s" accounts for the properties of the
so lid material of the wick and subscript "!" for the
properties of the working fluid. cl' is the specific heat
of the liquid for the wick domain and the specific heat
of the solid for the wall domain. The effective heat
capacity (pCP), 11 that appears in the tran sient term is
computed as [3]:
( p CP)"' =(l-E)( p C) , +E(p CP),

(13)

For solid walls kill is just the conductivity of the
solid wall k, and (pCp)m is the heat capacity of the
so lid wall; the velocity field in the solid wall is zero
and the energy equation therefore reduces to the heat
conduction equation.

3. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
AND INITIAL CONDITION
At the end caps of the heat pipe (z=O and z=L), the
radial and axial velocities are zero (impermeable wall
and no-slip condition). The impermeable condition at
the end cap near the tip can be justified by the fact that
no evaporation or condensation is taking place at this
end caps due to the lack of a wick structure there (i.e.,
no liquid is accumulated there) . At the exterior
boundary of the wick structure (R=Ro+tw), the radial
and axia l velocities are zero too (impermeable wall
and no-slip condition) . A symmetry condition is
applied in the symmetric axis of the vapor core.

Vw =± V w
E

( 14)

Where q(z) is the local rate of heat transfer per unit
length, p is the density of the vapor when calcu lating the
input and output velocity of the vapor core and switches
to the density of the liquid for the input and output of the
wick structure; h1g is the latent heat of vaporization. The
positive sign corresponds to a suction action in the
condenser for the liquid and a blowing action for the
vapor; the negative sign corresponds to a blowing action
in the evaporator for the vapor and a suction action for
the liquid. The local heat transfer rate q(z) is calculated
from the solution of the energy equation and this is the
way that the momentum and energy equations are
coupled. It is further assumed that a uniform heat flux
prevails at the evaporator section and is applied at the
surface of the heat pipe (R=R 0+tw+twall> see Fig. 1). To
be able to proceed with the transient calculation, an
assumption is needed for the thermal boundary
condition at the outer surface of the heat pipe in the
condensation section. A convection boundary condition
is pre sc ribed , assuming a constant heat transfer
coefficient and a reference temperature T"' is imposed,
which is equal to the ambient temperature. The outer
surface between the evaporation and condensation
sections is ass umed insulated. The temperature at the
liquid-vapor interface is calculated a s part of th e
solution assuming that the vapor is always completed
saturated. The saturation temperature is related to the
saturation pressure of the vapor through the ClausiusClayperon equation and this interface temperature must
be updated at each time step. Here, in stead of the
Clausius-Clayperon equation, saturation conditions
were curve fitted using an exponential regress ion for
water steam values. In this way, density at the vapor
core is related to saturation temperature . Then, the
interface temperature is updated at each time step
following the saturation line. The density at the current
time step n+ 1 is updated as:

(,

I
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( 15)
Where til=
width , M is
vapor core.
The initial
temperature

l~, ,V~."dx

is the mass flux per unit

the time step and 'V is the volume of the
V; 111 is the flow velocity at the interface.
condition is set equal to the ambient
T"' , everywhere at t=O.

4. NUMERICAL MODELING
For numerical purposes, it is useful to have a
generic conservation equation, from which the
equations of conservation of mass, momentum and
energy are obtained. This universal conservation
equation in cylindrical coordinates can be written as:

the diffusivity for the generic property 1/J, Stp is the
source term. For the energy equation the transient
term has the form showed in Equation (II). It can be
seen from Table 2 that the governing equations can be
reproduced from this generic equation . The main
advantage of the generic conservation equation is that
only one equation of the same form is required in the
numerical program developing. Note that the pressure
gradient is included in the source term just for
convenience in the notation. In actual computation ,
however, this term is treated separately since the
pressure field has to be calculated as part of the
solution . A pressure correction (or pressure equation)
is derived from the momentum equation to enforce
mass conservation. This is the basis of the SIMPLElike algorithms [ 15].
The term 11 v~

that appears in cylindrical

r'

( 16)

Where 1/J is a generic property, which is defined as
the intensive property of the system (e.g ., for
continuity, mass has to be conserved, so 1/J =I), r is

coordinates in Equation (9) is treated implicitly as
part of the central coefficient. For the liquid flow, the
contribution of the porous media model is moved to
the left hand side of the equations and treated
implicitly as part of the central coefficient.
No boundary condition was prescribed at the
interface between the solid wall and the wick

TABLE 2
Terms in the generic conservation equation.

1/J

r

s¢

Equation

0

continuity

V,

J.l

dp
dr

r-momentum

vz

J.l

dp
dz

z-momentum

0

energy equation

T

km

c,,
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structure. However a unique heat flux must prevail at
this interface. Numerically, the solid domain and the
porous domain can be solved separately and iterates
until matching the heat flux at the interface. Another
more efficient way is to solve both domains together
as a conjugate problem. Prescribing a large number
for the viscosity in the solid domain will guarantee a
zero velocity field for the solid domain and the
interface temperature is calculated as part of the
solution [ 15].
A variable grid is used to have a better resolution
near the interface. In the axial direction the grid is
generated in three zones of 16 control volumes in the
evaporator and condenser zones and 50 control
volumes in the adiabatic zone. In the radial direction
the grid is generated in two zones of I 0 control
volumes in the wick region and I 0 control volumes in
the solid wall zone. The variable grid is created using
an expansion coefficient, which is chosen close to
unity to maintain a globally second order accuracy in
space. A grid independent test confirmed that this grid
was good enough and was used for all the
calculations. A control volume approach is used to
discretize the governing equations. The diffusion
terms in the generic equation are discretized using a
centered difference scheme. For the convection terms
a power law scheme [ 15] is used. The pressure
velocity coupling is solved using the SIMPLEC
algorithm [21]. For details of the discretization see
Ferziger and Peric [8] .

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
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conductivity of the vapor and practically uniform
temperature field in the vapor domain [I 0].
Solve the momentum equations in the r and z
directions simultaneously using the current
values for pressure and velocities (in the first
iteration a zero velocity and pressure field is
assumed, except at the boundaries where the
boundary conditions are applied). The liquid and
vapor domains are solved sequentially.
Since the velocities obtained in Step 3 may not
satisfy the continuity equation locally, the
pressure correction equation is solved to obtain
the necessary corrections for the velocity field.
Note that using the SIMPLEC algorithm the
pressure does not need a correction.
Correct the velocity field until continuity is
achieved.
Since the momentum equations may not be
satisfied with the corrected velocities, repeat
steps 3 to 6 until the residual of the momentum
equations and pressure equation are less than a
pre-assigned convergence criterion . Numerical
grid convergence is needed to guarantee that the
results are independent of the grid size and from
the convergence value assigned for the residual
of the linear system.
After convergences of momentum and continuity
equations for the current time step, repeat steps I to
6 for the next time step and so on, updating the
saturation temperature at the vapor-liquid interface
using equation 18. Proceed to the next time step
until a steady state condition is obtained.

5. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE
I.

2.

Solve the temperature field for the wall and wick
regions using the current values of the velocity
and temperature fields. A Dirichlet (constant
surface temperature) boundary condition is
applied at the vapor-liquid interface.
Calculate the vapor-liquid interface velocities
based on the heat transfer rate obtained in step I
using Equation ( 17). The heat transfer rate is
computed from the temperature field in the wick
structure using the Fourier's law. The heat transfer
can be neglected in the vapor core due to the low

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the solution of the vapor flow, what is
important for the thermal performance is how much
the pressure drops in the vapor core. However, this
pressure drop is very small, typically in the order of
10 to 20 Pa, thus the temperature in the vapor core can
be assumed to be constant. From a numerical point of
view, the more involved computation is the solution
of the vapor but its velocity profiles does not play
significant role in thermal performance of the heat
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pipe, Gutierr ez (2002). Under certain s pecial
co nditi o ns, for exa mpl e, for lon ge r hea t pipes of
liquid meta l, which may res ult in hi g h velocities in
the vapor, th e so lution of the vapor could be
important. Howeve r, for the dime nsio ns of the heat
pipe a na lyzed he re, the va por be haves very much
isothermal. Regarding the solution of the liquid flow

in the wick structure, the kind of flow in the wick is
pretty much governed by the hydrauli c conductivity
of the porous medium . For a sintered wick structure,
thi s value is very small , in the order of Io-10 m and the
flow is a Darcy flow. For the order of heat input tested
in this pape r, I 0 W to 20 W, the velocities in the wick
a re very s mall , in the order of I mm/ s a nd the

12 . ~

- '-·--------

- ·-- ·- - - - ·- · - -

12 . ~

-·-·------------ ·--

SOLID PIPE

FIGURE 2
Pipe sizes in millimeters.
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convection contribution of the flow is very small.
With this consideration, it is possible to uncouple the
hydrodynamic problem and thus significantly
reducing the numerical effort. The only coupling that
still is needed is the blowing and suction velocity
calculated from Equation ( 14) to update the density
with Equation ( 15) and calculate the current
saturation temperature during the transient
calculations. A comprehensive parametric study was
carried out by comparing a heat pipe with a solid pipe
and an annular pipe of pure copper of the same
dimensions. This will give a better understanding of
under what conditions the heat pipe operate more
effectively compare with a pipe of pure conduction.
The annular pipe was included to appreciate how a
heat pipe will respond after dry out conditions. The
results from the parametric study will subsequently be
validated experimental data. A schematic of the heat
pipe, solid pipe, and annual pipe with dimensions is
given in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows a comparison between a heat pipe,
a solid pipe and an annular solid pipe of pure
conduction for a heat input of 7 W and a heat transfer
coefficient he= 50 W/m 2 K. The heat pipe has the
following dimensions, 14 mm diameter and 175 mm
long with outer wall thickness of I mm and the wick
layer thickness of I mm. The lengths of the
evaporation, adiabatic, and condensation sections are,
25 mm, 125 mm, and 25 mm, respectively. The solid
pipe has the same dimension of the heat pipe, which is
made of copper. The annular pipe is 2 mm thick and
has the same dimension of the heat pipe, which is
similarly made of copper and insulated in the internal
wall. It can be seen from the figure that that the
annular pipe is the fastest to respond since its thermal
energy storage capacity is the lowest. Its temperature
at the center of the evaporator rises to approximately
184 oc at steady state condition . It takes about 3000
seconds to reach steady state temperature. On the
contrary, the solid pipe responds much more slowly
due to its larger mass and thermal energy storage
capacity and even after 5000 seconds, it still has not
reached a steady state condition. Its temperature in the
evaporation zone is still rising (over 160°C) and
approaching to a higher asymptotic temperature
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(approximately 170°C). The heat pipe responds faster
than the solid pipe and its temperature difference
between evaporation and condensation is very small
(all three curves for heat pipe are overlapped with one
another). It requires almost the same time (3000
seconds) to reach the steady state temperature as for
the annual pipe. However, under steady state
conditions the heat pipe provides the lowest
temperature in the evaporation zone.
Figure 4 shows the temperature response for the
same conditions as Figure 2 but for a larger heat transfer
coefficient he = 500 W/m 2 K. It can be seen that in this
case the heat pipe is the fastest to respond and reaches
steady state conditions (approximately 150 seconds)
and clearly the lowest temperature (38°C) in the
evaporator. For the annual pipe, it requires more than
400 seconds to reach steady state, and the temperature at
evaporator region is over 70°C, which is approximately
two times the temperature of the heat pipe. Similarly,
the solid pipe is the slowest one to reach the steady state
temperature; in evaporation region, its temperature rises
above 50°C after 800 seconds, and still does not reach
the steady state temperature. It can be seen that the heat
pipe has a much stronger heat transfer capability than
the other two types of pipe. It is worth noting that in all
cases the temperature at the condensation approach to
the same value. This temperature is controlled only by
the heat input, the area of the condensation and the heat
transfer coefficient through the Newton's law of
cooling. Since these parameters are the same for all the
cases, the condensation temperature should approach to
the same value under steady state conditions.
Figure 5 shows the temperature responses for the
same conditions as in Figure 3 and Figure 4, but in this
case, the heat transfer coefficient, he, is I ,000 W/m 2K.
In this case, the heat pipe reaches steady state in less
than I 00 seconds, with the lowest evaporation
temperature at 32°C, compared to 300 seconds for
steady state and 66°C in the evaporation zone for annual
pipe. Again, the solid pipe has not reached steady state
over more than 800 seconds and the maximum
evaporation temperature may well above 50°C. It can
be concluded that the higher the heat transfer coefficient
the more effective of a heat pipe is with respect to a
solid and annular tube of pure conduction.

I

I
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FIGURE 5
Comparison between a heat pipe and a solid and annular pipe for hc=lOOO W/m 2 K.

Figure 6 shows a comparison among a heat pipe,
a solid and an annular pipe of pure conduction for
two different lengths. The two different lengths
investigated here are, 17.5 em and 25 em . A heat
transfer coefficient of he = 2,000 W/m 2 K and a heat
input of 20 Ware used in this study. From this
figure, it can be seen that the length of the heat pipe
essentially has no effect on the temperature
response in all three regions, evaporator region,
adiabatic region and condenser region. However, it
has a strong impact on the solid pipe and on the
annular pipe. This is because the heat needs to
conduct much longer distance before it can be
removed from the convection at the evaporator end.
A brief calculation shows that the Biot number for
the solid and annual pipe is increased approximately
by a factor of two, which means that the conductive
resistance is two times as large as the shorter length
ones. This again reveals that heat pipes can
transport heat efficiently to a long distance (as long

as the capillary limit is not exceeded) without
increasing the temperature in the evaporator zone.
However, it cannot be concluded the same for the
solid pipe and the annular pipe of pure conduction.

7. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The uncertainty of the experiment data is ±2.5%, at
the most, for steady state values, this is due mainly to
uncertainty of the thermocouples (type T), the data
acquisition system and the power supply system are
also taken into account but only have a small
contribution on the final uncertainty value; numerous
experiments were performed and good repeatability is
obtained, which agrees with the experimental
uncertainty.
Figure 7 depicts a schematic diagram of the
experimental setup. An electrical band heater is used
as a heat input and a water-cooling jacket as a heat
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sink in the condenser sect ion of the heat pipe. The
power input is controlled with a variable output
transformer (variac) and the input current and
voltage are recorded by the data acquisition system;
the temperatures of the water are measured at the
entrance and exit of the cooling jacket. The inlet
temperature is maintained at a constant temperature,
and the water flow rate is measured with a flow
meter at the entrance of the cooling jacket. The band
heater is coupled with the heat pipe using an
aluminum block and the coo lin g jacket uses a
liquid-ti ght cord grip to prevent leakage at the heat
pipe-cooling jacket joint as shown in the figure.
The system is in sul ated to prevent heat losses in the
adiabatic section. Temperature measurements are
made with T-type thermocouples placed in the
middle of the evaporator, adiabati c and condenser
secti ons on the heat pipe surface. The experimental

setup enab les to test the heat pipe in a ny orientation
and in real time data collections.
To compare experimental data with numerical
simu lation, the program is modified to incorporate
the coupling aluminum block in the evaporator
section. To keep the axis-symmetry, a third zone
was added to the numerical model with th e
properties of the aluminum in the evaporator zone
and a very low Prandtl number ( I o· 20 ) for the rest of
the zone. This will g uarantee a constant temperature
there equal toT"' in this zone.
The convection boundary conditi on is applied at
the interior nodes of the external so lid wall of the
heat pipe in the condenser section; the convection
coefficient is measured from the experime ntal data
usi ng the Newton law of cooling with an average of
the temperature of the water at the entrance and exit
of the cooling jacket as the bulk temperature of the
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FIGURE 7
Schematic di agra m of the experimental setup.

fluid and the temperature of the condenser section
as the surface temperature. The heat transfer
coefficient estimated by the water cooling jacket is
approximately hc=410 W/m 2 K.
The effective thermal conductivity, k,, can also
be calculated from the experimental data by the
temperature difference between the evaporator and
adiabatic zone temperatures after the heat pipe
reaches the steady state condition, and this method
is proved to be more accurate than the one obtained
from Equation ( 12).
Figure 8 shows a comparison of experimental
data and numerical results for a heat input of
Q= I 0 .0 W. Temperatures are measured with T-type
thermocouples at the middle of the evaporator, at

the middle of the adiabatic zone and at the middle of
the condenser. The coupling block was a n annular
aluminum block 5.5 mm thick. It can be seen from
the figure that the agreement in temperature at these
three zones is reaso nably good with some
discrepancies during the initial tran s ient region.
This is probably due to contact resi stance between
the block and the heat pipe . However, the time
required for the transient period is in very good
agreement. This m ay be concluded th at the fully
saturation condition of the va por at all time s is a
reasonable assumption. The experiments were also
run in a vertica l position and for the several level of
heat inputs, no dry out condition was observed for
the heat pipe.
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NOMENCLATURE
CF
Ergun's constant, 0.55
Cp
specific heat [Jikg- 0 C]
(p Cp)m effective heat capacity [J/m 3- 0 C]
heat transfer coefficient at the condenser
[WI m2- 0 C]
latent heat of vaporization [J/kg]
thermal conductivity [W/m- 0 C]

effective thermal conductivity [W/m- 0 C]
permeability of the porous medium [m 2]
length of the evaporator [m]
length of the adiabatic region [m]
length of the condenser [m]
p
pressure [Pa]
q(z)
local rate of heat transfer per unit length
[W/m]
Q101at total amou nt of heat entering and leaving the
heat pipe [W]
R0
radius of the heat pipe [m]
ReP
pore Reynolds numbers, ReP=
rc
pore radius of the wick structure [m]
r; z
radial and axial coordinates
s"'
source term in the generic property ¢
V,., Vz reduced velocities in the rand z direction
respectively [m/s]
reduced blowing and suction velocity at the
condenser and evaporator respectively [m/s]

k,
K
Le
La
Lc
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vi

vi

vi

vi
t
fw
t wa//

Too

actual velocity in the "i" direction in the
micro-channel of the porous medium [m/s]
average velocity within the void space of the
porous medium [m/s]
local spatial deviation in the "i" direction
within the void space [m/s]
Darcy velocity in the "i" direction [m/s]
time [s]
thickness of the wick structure [m]
thickness of the solid wall of the heat pipe
[m]
ambient temperature [0 C]

Greek Letters
t:
porosity
p
density [kg/m 3]
a
surface tension [N/m]
if>
generic property
f1
dynamic viscosity [kg/m-s]
r
diffusivity for the generic property
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